Abstract-Genomic data is growing exponentially due to next generation sequencing technologies (NGS) and their ability to produce massive amounts of data in a short time. NGS technologies generate big genomic data that needs to be exchanged between different locations efficiently and reliably. The current network transfer protocols rely on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocols, ignoring data size and type. Universal application layer protocols such as HTTP are designed for wide variety of data types and are not particularly efficient for genomic data. Therefore, we present a new data-aware transfer protocol for genomic-data that increases network throughput and reduces latency, called Genomic Text Transfer Protocol (GTTP). In this paper, we design and implement a new network transfer protocol for big genomic DNA dataset that relies on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Modification to content-encoding of HTTP has been done that would transfer big genomic DNA datasets using machine-to-machine (M2M) and client(s)-server topologies. Our results show that our modification to HTTP reduces the transmitted data by 75% of original data and still be able to regenerate the data at the client side for bioinformatics analysis. Consequently, the transfer of data using GTTP is shown to be much faster (about 8 times faster than HTTP) when compared with regular HTTP.
I. INTRODUCTION
DNA molecules are made of two twisting paired strands, often referred to as a double helix. Each DNA strand is made of four chemical units, called nucleotide bases, which comprise the genetic "alphabet." The bases are adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C) [1] . NGS technologies generate a large amount of data and produce up to a petabyte of data in a single run [2] [3] . Many experimental biologists rely on cloud infrastructures and services to exchange, process, and analyze those datasets. However, most of the data migration takes place using traditional data-oblivious networking protocols. Since the amount of data is large it generally takes significant amount of time for the scientists to transfer the data over networks via the internet. We assert that networking protocols that are data-aware are essential to transfer large amount of genomic data efficiently. Since the cost of producing genomic data is decreasing dramatically, we expect experimental labs to produce even larger genomic data sets than currently possible. *Correspondence should be addressed to Fahad Saeed at fahad.saeed@wmich.edu
As shown in table 1 [4] the capability of producing data is increasing and the cost of producing such data is decreasing rapidly. New technologies have increased Internet usage tremendously that exceed current bandwidth use, which leads to traffic congestion and other associated problems. There are multiple transfer protocols in TCP/IP application layer which work for all data types such as HTTP and File transfer protocol (FTP) [5] . Those protocols work over a secure protocol (TCP) that run within second (transport) layer [6] unlike UDP which is vulnerable [7] . Despite the fact that HTTP is the best choice for exchanging different data kinds between clients and servers [8] , all of these protocols are data-oblivious i.e. they are not aware of the underlying data that is being transmitted. We assert that protocols that are data-aware, especially in the field of genomics, would be extremely useful for transference of data with high efficiency and throughput. The paper begins with an author's contribution (section 2) and a literature review in section 3. Section 4 describes a background, and section 5 describes the proposed transfer protocol (HTTP content-encoding modification). Section 6 discuss the experiments and results, section 7 and 8 present a future work and conclusion respectively. Genomic data processing applications continue to grow in their scope, ambition and functionality. Therefore, we believe creating a data-aware transfer protocol would optimize each byte of transferred data, which increases network throughput, saves bandwidth, time and resources. This paper proposes a new network transfer protocol that relies on HTTP as the base protocol and modification are done suitable for big genomic data. Our paper assumes that the data consists of genomic data with only four base pairs (A, T, G, C) that need to be transferred, processed, visualized, and exchanged Content-Decompress over networks. Thus, modifying the HTTP content-encoding mechanism represents the key idea of this work since the HTTP contains many headers [9] that offer different functions for data transmission. Content-encoding is responsible for managing encoding and compressing algorithms and specifying the character set of transferred data. The simple form of HTTP is request-response mode after establishing a connection between client (browser) and server over TCP. In the proposed work four bytes are packed into one byte by assigning two bits for each genomic letter instead of eight bits as shown in table 2. Our experiments suggest that the proposed encoding scheme   TABLE II   PROPOSED CODES TO USE IN GTTP CONTENT-ENCODING   Genomic symbols  Coding  A  T  G  C  HTTP  01000001 01010100  01000111  01000011  GTTP  00  01  10  11 reduces the amount of data that needs to be transferred by three fourths (3/4) since it converts every 32 bits to 8 bits. Moreover, proposed encoding approach decreases transfer time incredibly because less data needs to be transferred. After the customized encoding the encoded-data is passed into a compression algorithm such as GZIP to compress data [8] . Our results show that GTTP improves the network performance via minimizing latency and maximizing throughput. The GTTP architecture and timing sequence diagrams are presented in figures 1 and 2 respectively. In this paper, the performance of GTTP is evaluated in context of size and transfer time using a TCP as a baseline for performance evaluation.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
We are not aware of any network transfer protocols specific for big genomic data. Several protocols are used to transfer genomic datasets such as HTTP, FTP, BitTorrent [10] , GridFTP [11] , GeneTorrent [12] . However, all of the protocols are dataoblivious and the genomic data are also transferred using same procedures as any other data. GridFTP relies on opening two connections one for control and another one for data itself. GridFTP allows third party to transfer files between two clients through separating control and data channels. However, for using GridFTP the client has to stay active at all times. In case the client state is lost the transferring must restart from beginning. BitTorrent and GeneTorrent increase their throughput by transferring data in parallel using multiple machines distributed on different locations. GeneTorrent is file transfer protocol which uses BitTorrent technique to transfer genomics data, which was originally designed to support distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) file transfer applications. In other words, GeneTorrent distributes same file(s) on different machines settled in different locations and configure those machines to transfer certain part(s) of that file(s) to a requester. Although higher throughput can be achieved by using multiple machines for transferring data, the underlying data is still transferred using general-purpose protocols. Therefore, there is a need to create a data-aware network transfer protocol for the DNA genomic data that uses minimum resources of network to deliver data efficiently. In this paper we modify the HTTP protocol that is specific to genomics datasets and can transfer data using different network topologies (one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-tomany). Specifically we modified the content-encoding of the HTTP protocol specific to genomic data which allows us to transfer much more data than is possible using generic encoding. The focus of this paper is to design and develop a data-aware networking protocol, which is faster, efficient and lightweight as compared to the existing protocols that are dataoblivious. This paper assumes that the data that needs to be transferred comprises of DNA sequences with four nucleotides (A, T, G, C). This paper introduces a new network transfer protocol dedicated for genomic data that relies on HTTP with modification to encoding mechanism that increase network performance and throughput.
IV. BACKGROUND

A. HTTP overview
The HTTP is an application layer protocol of TCP/IP model which allows transfer of data over the Internet. HTTP works in request-response mode by sending a request for certain data from the client (requester) to the server (data source). The request contains extra information such as method (GET, PUT, POST, etc.), a uniform resource locator (URL), and headers. A complete cycle of transportation in HTTP starts by establishing a client-server connection using 3-way TCP handshaking. After that, client sends a request with some headers using supported methods. Server receives the request and checks headers to determine the needed contents via an accepted data type and content-encoding. The server encodes (here our contribution), compresses, and transmits required data over the network medium as seen in figure 1 .
B. Standard HTTP Headers
Content-encoding header is one of HTTP headers that specify the range and the kind of data to be transferred, the compression algorithm [9] and character set. The charset names may be up to 40 characters taken from the printable characters of US-ASCII [13] . Transfer-encoded indicates transferred data size, either known (static) or unknown (dynamic). Transferencoded header assigns fixed value if data is stored or chunked value if generate on the fly. Genomic data has a limited character size (4-alphbets) and we exploit this in our contentencoding for greater efficiency and throughput.
C. Compress Data in Websites Using GZIP
GNU zip (GZIP) is utility relies on the DEFLATE compression algorithm [14] that mix LZ77 [15] [16] and Huffman coding [17] together. LZ77 algorithm works by replacing repeated strings with references. Each reference has two values, distance to last seen and string length. Distance is limited to 32KB and length is limited to 258B. Huffman coding is a variable-length coding that works by assigning shorter codes for the more repeated characters. A variablelength coding needs to know the start and end points for each character to decode it. Huffman coding solves this problem by creating a prefix code, where no codeword is prefix of another one. Therefore, GZIP relies on three parameters, which are distance, string length, and beginning and ending of each character. Based on [18] GZIP and DEFLATE compress the data to reach 25% of original size. GZIP has the added advantage that most browsers around the world support it.
V. PROPOSED TRANSFER PROTOCOL
The GTTP determines location of required data to encode and compress to transfer it over the network. The main contribution begins when server starts transferring needed data by encoding into 2-bits form instead of 8-bits. GTTP reads each 4 letters and store them in only one letter to reduce data by 75%. Generated encoded data (25% of original) is then passed into compression algorithm (gzip) which is part of the HTTP and reduces data by 75%. The binary encoded form for each genomic letter can be found in table 2. For instance, GTTP encoding will encode genomic ASCII of AAAA into 00000000 binary form and save 24-bits to pass 8-bits into compress stage that reduce data by 75%. The total of transmitted data would be 6.25% of original data or less (25% from encoded stage * 25% from compress stage) as shown in equations 1 and 2 and table 2. Let us assume we have genomics file Gen = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ..., a n } a i ∈ {A, T, G, C} Where n is the number of characters in the file and each character will encoded into c(ai) as c(ai) = {A = 00, T = 01, G = 10, C = 11} = 2 bit From that we create a new equation as in
Where B(Gen) is binary convert of Gen file, and length(c i ) represents the length of coded a i in bits. For example, suppose we want to send a FASTA file (genomics) format that contains 100,000 characters, then we would get in: 1) Normal coding would require 100,000 * 8 = 800,000 bits.
2) Proposed encoding uses only 100,000 * 2 = 200,000 bits with 75% saving. Therefore, we obtain on a new equation as in genomicChar ← inputStream.GetChar().
7:
twoBits ← towBitsEncoding(genomicChar).
8:
oneByteStore.store(twoBits).
9:
if oneByteStore.ISFull() then 10: outputStream.write(oneByteStore).
11:
oneByteStore.empty().
12:
end if 13: end while 14: if !oneByteStore.ISEmpty() then 15: outputStream.write(oneByteStore).
16:
outputStream.write(NumOfExtraBits).
17:
end if 18: end procedure data and the second stage will produce (25%) of first stage. Thus, GTTP will send about (6.25%) of original data that causes a significant increase in the network performance. It is hypothesized that the proposed study will minimize impairment in transmitting genomic big data using GTTP as well as improving network throughput by sending less data. GTTP is first data-aware protocol for genomic data that modifies the HTTP encoding mechanism to increase data transfer rates at higher throughput using same network bandwidth and hardware.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to validate our theoretical results we performed experiments on real (table 3) as well as simulated (table 4) genomic data sets up to 50GB. For our experiments we implemented a genomic data simulator that generates genomic DNA datasets randomly in FASTA format and works in two modes.
• Auto Genomic DNA Generator.
• Manual Genomic DNA Generator. In auto-mode, the application generates genomic dataset of specific size with random frequency of DNA nucleotides in the data. In the case of manual mode, we are able to control the frequency of genomic DNA symbols (A,T,G,C) in the data. In both modes, we can specify the size of the file to be generated (in MB or GB). For instance, 10GB-A-35 means generates genomic DNA dataset with size of 10GB with occurrence rate (35%) for symbol (A) and the remaining (65%) for three other genomic symbols are randomly chosen. To validate our experiments, we generated 18 genomic DNA datasets between 100MB-50GB with 3 percentages (25%, 35%, and 50%) for the symbol (A). We used different rates to assure that our strategy is independent of nucleotide frequencies in the data. The genomic DNA generator algorithm can be seen in algorithm 2. We used (FASTA format) as genomic files to exchange between two machines (client-server). Experimental results can be seen in figures 3-10. Those results came from our implementation using visual C# language version (2013) FileSize ← Get Genomic File Size .
3:
TotalSymoblsToBeGenerated ← FileSize .
4:
Mode ← Get Generation Mode.
5:
if Mode = Manually then
6:
Symbol ← Get Genomic Symbol to control its ← frequency.
7:
Ratio ← Get the Genomic Symbol's percentage .
8:
SymbolGenerate(OutputFile,Symbol, ← Ratio * FileSize).
9:
TotalSymoblsToBeGenerated ← FileSize *(1-Ratio). 
RandomlyInitArray(SymbolsArray).
SymbolsArray will be filled with genomic symbols randomly, the array size is calculated randomly too 12: while TotalSymoblsToBeGenerated > 0 do 13:
Pick an element from SymbolsArray randomly 14: GenomicSybmol ← SymbolsArray[ArrayIndex].
15:
OutputFile.write(GenomicSybmol).
16:
TotalSymoblsToBeGenerated ← TotalSymoblsToBeGenerated -1 . mented by us as showed in algorithm 2. Our experiments start by client requesting a specific genomic data file from the server. The server encodes required data into binary form using our GTTP protocol and passes it to gzip algorithm to send zipped file to the client. When a client receives a zipped file, it decompresses and decodes it to get original genomic data. We also implemented a normal HTTP request-response to compare and assess with our GTTP results. Experiments were performed on different genomic files to determine the minimum time required to transfer them using both protocols, HTTP and GTTP. Our experiments show that GTTP encoded mechanism decreased transmitted data, which also reduced the transfer time. Figures 3, 5, 7 , and 9 show transferring data size via both protocols HTTP and GTTP. For example, experiment 2 transfers 10203125 bytes using HTTP, while we only need to transfer 2508540 bytes of data using GTTP, which is 75% decrease in the data set size. 4, 6, 8, and 10 show transferring time for genomic files using both protocols HTTP and GTTP. For instance, HTTP needed 1095 ms to transfer 10203125 bytes from experiment 2, whereas GTTP spent only 151 ms to transfer the same file with 7.27 times faster. Also, HTTP spent 1880973 ms to transfer 10737413120 bytes (10GB[25] ) from experiment 39, while GTTP spent only 208439 ms to transfer the same file, which is 9.02 times faster. Our proposed strategy and the experimental results show that using our data-aware strategy significant reduction in size and increase in throughput can be achieved when transferring genomic data sets. The results are also summarized in table 5. To our knowledge this is first data-aware protocol for genomic data.
VII. FUTURE WORK
The proposed data-aware protocol is applied on a pointto-point network topology (single server-client). Future experiments will include using multiple servers to increase throughputs either using cluster nodes or BitTorrent technique. Currently, GTTP is designed for transfer of fixed file size. Future works include developing an online protocol that could transfer data from the NGS machines in real-time using our data-aware encoding strategies. Elimination of headers that are not used by our protocol will also be useful. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a new strategy for network transfer protocol by designing and implementing a novel data-aware protocol for genomic sequences, called GTTP. Our results showed that the data transfer time between the 2 machines using our approach is much faster (about 8 times faster than HTTP especially for big files) and more network throughput is achieved when compared to a regular HTTP. Such data-aware protocols will also be useful for other Big Data domains.
